forwards. It can glide 20 feet forwards for every one foot it drops through gravity. An albatross employs two methods of gliding to harness wind energy. It can use dynamic soaring, turning into the wind to gain height (up to 60 feet) then gliding back down to gain speed (up to 40 miles per hour). It can also slope soar whereby wind rising over wave fronts provides lift. Wind slowed by friction at the water surface begins to regain speed about 15 feet above it. This gradient lifts the bird as air flies faster over the top of the wings than the bottom.
Albatrosses have been satellite tracked travelling more than 500 miles in a day flying at up to 70 to 80 miles per hour. They feed at sea on trips that tracking shows can last from 10 to 30 days. A parent albatross may fly more than 10,000 miles just to deliver one meal to its chick. One 50 year old albatross has flown at least 3.7 million miles.
Apparently, Samuel Taylor Coleridge (The Rime of the Ancient Mariner) never saw an albatross.
Back to the matter in hand. The fourth of our articles by Former Presidents is by John Jones who was in office at a time of significant change:-I t is not easy to remember details of a hectic year that was twenty years ago especially when one has lost the relevant desk diary! Perhaps a Presidential year should stick in the mind better than most; would that it were so. However, some copies of 'Interface' I still have from that time have helped to jog the memory.
The Institute air in 1987 was full of expectation, anticipation and still some doubts regarding the award of Chartered Engineering status after a process started five years or so earlier and which had been worked on by my predecessors and other distinguished figures in the Institute. Whilst unable to bring a message of success to Local Sections I tried to give out the message of patience with a caveat that achievement of CEng status was only a beginning and that all members needed to pull their weight to continue the Institute's progress.
I became President via 30 years of involvement in the Institute as Local Section Chairman, Nationally Elected Council member and Chairmanship of the Finance Committee. Our financial footing was always somewhat precarious and investment was needed in systems to improve overall administration and working conditions. The purchase of 87 Gower Street, recently done, had put more burden on our operating finances and, at that time, had done little for our balance sheet. Now, two property booms later, the decision to buy (under the Presidency of my old boss Alan Parritt MBE if memory serves me right) looks very wise indeed! Reflections…...
D C Cornish

Reflections on my Presidential Year -1987
W John Jones BSc
A significant slice of the Institute's income up to that time came from a percentage of profits from the PROMECON (process measurement & control) Exhibition (a follow-on of the old IEA -Instruments Electronics & Automation exhibition) and this was beginning to fluctuate in a rather alarming way. We therefore decided to negotiate with the exhibition organisers a fixed fee for our endorsement so that we could budget with the greater certainty we needed as a learned society. As a charity and under the terms of the Charter there were limitations on our direct involvement in trade and we had set up Growmead Ltd to trade on the Institute's behalf where appropriate. The newly formed Learned Society Board was involved in generating relevant ideas for publications etc under Dr Derek Cornish and the planning and budgeting process itself was being refined. I am not sure of the direct long term consequences of all this: suffice it to say we are still a going concern.
At that time the relationship with the ISA's representatives in the UK was at a low ebb. They started a determined push to dominate in our technical and promotional fields. They were also pushing to increase their UK membership, emphasising that no formal qualifications were needed to join, as indeed was the case with our predecessor the SIT (Society of Instrument Technology). (A number of prominent ISA members I knew in the USA never quite grasped the qualifications and accreditation aspect of UK Engineering Institutions.) The ISA has always done great work in promoting the profession and in the setting of internationally accepted standards. I believe the relationship and co-operation with InstMC has been good ever since the "blip" of that period.
A somewhat related aspect, in my view, was reflected at a Forum run by the Engineering Council during my year, attended by the Presidents and Secretaries of most member Institutions. One of subjects addressed was how to increase the number of registered Engineering Technicians. Qualified technicians were estimated to far outnumber CEng's and IEng's in the workplace yet relatively few registered for the Eng. Tech. designation. In my view too little kudos was attached to the latter in terms of social and workplace recognition, as was, for example with SRN designation for nurses. It's a pity the engineering equivalent of the medical associations never developed.
The Local Sections' relationship with Gower Street was something that nagged at me. There seemed to be some lack of allegiance, increasing in proportion to the distance from London. This is an attitude which is probably common in many spheres where a central 'core' has to be set up somewhere. The subject was discussed many times off the record but no better or more practical solution was devised. We took a small step in my year in trying to cement relationships by holding the first 'open' Council meeting outside London when we travelled to Old Trafford, Manchester. This was not a low cost exercise and had transport and access problems. I still have reservations about what was achieved as the 'them and us' attitude still seems to persist to a degree if my observations are correct.
I presided over two unusual 'events' in my year. One was the resignation of the then Institute Secretary, Alan Sensicle, who went on to an unrelated trade association for the kind of benefits we couldn't match (or was it frustration with the Engineering Council?). With all the activity going on, especially with the Council and PROMECON, a replacement was needed quickly. Having been involved in most of the activities, the obvious candidate was Michael Yates, then Assistant Secretary. After due consideration and consultation Michael was duly chosen without the more formal recruitment path previously followed. He retires this year after 20 years of dedicated and loyal service, so something must have been right! The other 'event' was a request from two Members for the expulsion of a third for allegedly stealing a technical idea from them and exploiting it commercially. After a meeting with the complainants it was decided that the correct course of action was via the civil courts followed by Institute evaluation if the allegation was proved true. Nothing came of the incident.
The many Local Section and other Institute dinners were most enjoyable and I had the opportunity to meet not only the great local section 'workers' and others involved in our 'business' but also to chat with many celebrities including Fred Dibnah, Tommy Docherty and a Welsh, ex-Lord Chancellor, Lord Elwyn Jones (his brother had captained Wales!!!!). But I couldn't help noting that if only a quarter of the money contributed by the host companies to pleasure themselves and their guests at 'our' dinners had gone into the Institute's coffers there would have been far fewer financial concerns! Since I joined the SIT almost 50 years ago the changes in technology have been enormous. Even though my Presidential Address was about the advances in computer and related technology in control -that now seem elementary compared to what is used today. It is like comparing what TV's 'Weakest Link' calls maths (eg 22 + 76) with the calculations needed to fly to Mars! As a wise man once pointed out "95% of all the scientists and technologists that ever lived are living NOW" and I desperately regret that such a tiny proportion of the new ones are from this country. Now that's something about which the Engineering Council should really be vociferous! To finish on a less serious note, all Presidents have their low points and mine was at the Teesside Section's dinner where I won a raffle prize -a textbook on flow measurement written by a Kent man!!!! And me, dyed-in-the-wool Foxboro ! Ah well, life is never perfect. 
